Abstract-Video retrieval technology has always been the important application domain of image engineering. Aiming at the problem that low-level features cannot describe highlevel semantic completely and accurately in the contentbased video retrieval technology, this paper introduces the methods of image understanding and proposes a video semantic analysis framework using scene analysis for recognizing some semantic events in the traffic video. The experimental results show that the feasibility of the framework is good and the event recognition method based on scene analysis has good recognition effect for vehicle status in traffic video.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of society economy and the increasement of living level, vehicle turns into the necessary means of transportation travel. With the increasing number of vehicles, traffic problems are also becoming more serious, traditional television monitoring technology can not meet the requirements of the current traffic management. In recent years, intelligent transportation system (ITS) becomes a new generation of traffic management systems which is based on many new technologies, such as computer network, video transmission, image processing, video processing and computer vision. ITS is applied in many scenarios, including airports, stations, passenger flow, highway intelligent scheduling, operations management, vehicle scheduling. To a certain extent, it improves transportation efficiency, relieves traffic congestion and improves road capabilities. Effective control of the vehicle can reduce traffic accidents, so as to save the social cost. How to extract sensitive data from mass data timely and efficiently has become a research focus.
Most of the existing image retrieval systems describe the image content directly using the traditional low-level image features, such as color, texture, shape. Because of considerable difference between these characteristics and people's understanding, image retrieval based on lowlevel features is always unsatisfactory [1~4] . In academic work and application systems, it is not described as an image understanding process. To improve the efficiency as much as possible, most retrieval system process retrieval based on simple image features rather than scene analysis. While browsing the video, we just want to know how much content the video has and watch clips of interest. How to integrate semantic features of images to search retrieval is the key to improve system performance. With the plenty rich content from video analysis and different search requirements, the problem of scene analysis is unable to avoid, and the core problem can be solved only by the image understanding method.
Video image understanding focused on the interpretation of video sequences, both related to the spatial characteristics of images and the time characteristics of the video sequences. This paper focuses on the application of image understanding methods with hierarchical structure in the traffic video semantic analysis. As an important component of traffic incident detection part, the results of vehicle status analysis directly impact on the application level of traffic video analysis technology. According to the real-time and accuracy of video analysis, this paper proposed a new video semantic analysis framework using image understanding. Firstly, obtain the moving vehicles by background subtraction method, then track the detected vehicles with fast normalized cross-correlation method based on prediction to get accurate vehicle trajectory, and extract the interested video information, such as vehicle I/O time, vehicle type, vehicle color, etc. Lastly, based on the above structured data, the useful information for decision can be gotten by video querying and statistical analysis.
II. FRAMEWORK FOR TRAFFIC VIDEO SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

A. Video Image Understanding
Based on the image object, image understanding is a science which takes knowledge for core, researches what the image has, the relationship between them, what scene the image is and how to use the scenarios. Image understanding, computer vision and artificial intelligence are closely linked. Visual information is the low-level data of image understanding, theoretical starting point is the machine vision; knowledge information is the high-level object of image understanding which based on artificial intelligence [5] . By analyzing and processing of video sequences, the image understanding obtained the understanding scene or object behavior from video. With the progress of technology, more and more applications are partial for the understanding of image sequence and have a wide applications range, including intelligent video surveillance, human-computer interaction, video compression, motion extraction and analysis, robot vision, etc.
Actually, video image understanding is to simulate people to understand visual scene, "visual" means that the human eyes obtain information from the objective world, "sense" means that processing visual information input to the brain. Similar to the human visual process, the purpose of the video image understanding is through the computer to complete the automatic scene understanding [6] . As shown in figure 1 , the understanding course of video image understanding has hierarchy. The video image segmentation in the lowest level is responsible for separating foreground from background of video sequence, the foreground is concerned content of upper understanding; object recognition and classification in the interlayer is responsible for identifying object in the foreground areas and object classification; the goal of behavior/scene analysis in uppermost layer is to understand the behavior of object and explain the scene state. The specific content at all levels includes:
(1) Video image segmentation. The processing of input original video frame belongs to pixel-level operations, in fact it uses variety of image processing technology to transform the image to the image. Although the input image sequence data is great, actually the concern data of the upper understand is very small, always only the moving foreground constantly changing in the sequence, so the video image segmentation must be able to segment the moving target from foreground.
(2) Object recognition. Object recognition means identification the separated foreground target, understanding their respective categories, such as judge the foreground region is human or pieces of image sequences belonged to the same goal. Similar to the video image segmentation, object recognition and image classification have differences in time-space operations and spatial operations.
(3) Behavior/scene understanding. Behavior and scene understanding in uppermost layer is responsible for understanding the meaning of action and explaining the state of the scene. Understanding of individual behavior comes from the explanation of motion state and action; in the process of understanding, some prior knowledge is needed inevitably, which can be obtained through prior training. A large number of individual behavior constitute the state of scene, the understanding of scene means the clustering of individual behavior.
B. Application Framework
In the 21st century, intelligent traffic system will be the main trend and it's irreversible. In strengthening the road infrastructure, cities must consider how to improve transport efficiency and safety, reduce resources waste, ensure science and technology for the sustainable development of entire city. With the extensive use of traffic surveillance systems, the amount of traffic data is also growing at an alarming rate. It is unrealistic to manage the video artificially. Although the machine control is superior than people, the primary level of video information intelligent analysis directly leads low utilization efficiency of video information.
Intelligent Transportation System is an integrated transport and management systems, which uses advanced information technology, communication technology, sensor technology, control technology and computer technology, etc. It works in real-time, accuratly and efficiently. By close cooperation of people, vehicles and road, to improve transport efficiency, reduce traffic congestion and accidents, alleviate energy consumption and environmental pollution. Some well-known domestic and foreign research institutions and companies are focusing on intelligent transportation technology research and development, and the specific directions are Internet technology, intelligent video analysis, intelligent transportation platforms, etc.
This paper researches traffic video semantic analysis, and its intelligent transportation system framework is shown in figure 2. Intelligent video analysis technology can be deployed on gate of road security system. After collecting traffic video data in real-time, extract sensitive data traffic from video by the video semantic analysis technology, and send to the server in symbolic form. Then, based on the extracted semantic information, the variety of application systems, using artificial intelligence theory, tools and techniques for statistical analysis and data mining, can serve the urban transportation and management.
Intelligent Traffic Data Exchange Platform
III. VEHICLE TRACKING
A. Fast Normalized Cross-correlation
Cross-correlation has some advantages, simple, strong ability of anti-noise, etc. It is a statistical approximation method, commonly used in template matching and pattern recognition. Get the image f and the template t, to measure the similarity c:
(1) But there is some shortages in the process of matching using the formula (1) . For example, when the grayscale of the image varies with the position, the correlation of the matching area of the template and image may smaller than the correlation of some bright spot in the template and image, resulting in failure of image matching. Besides, the value of ( , ) c u v is dependent on the size of the template.
To solve this problem, it is necessary to normalize the cross-correlation. The coefficient of the so-called normalized cross correlation (NCC) is shown as formula (2).
. . 
In the formula (2) 
It can be seen from the formula of NCC, the more resemble the template and the area to be matched are, the more approach to the value of ( , )
x y δ is , and it can effectively solve the existing problem in matching of cross-correlation. But it can be seen in the same time that the process of cross-correlation normalizing involve many operation of square root and involution, resulting in a lot of calculation, and the complexity of the algorithm depends on the size of template t . So in this article we use fast normalized cross-correlation algorithm (FNCC) [7] [8] , reducing the complexity of the traditional normalized cross-correlation algorithm.
FNCC make use of the concept of sum-table proposed by J.P.Lewis, improving the formula of NCC using sumtable [9] . When x=0,1,2,……,M-1, and y=0,1,2,……,N-1 In the formula (5), (6) and (7) (10) We substitute the above three formula in the process of cross-correlation normalizing, namely FNCC. Then we can introduce the FNCC method to the object tracking , and update the moving object basing on forecasting.
B. Vehicle Tracking Based on Prediction
In this paper, we update the tracking template in real time [10] [11], making use of the moving vehicle tracked in the current frame to update the tracking template. There is a feature that the moving vehicle is stiff object, so the vehicles in two adjacent frames changes little. We can track the vehicles make use of it. To some extent, it meets the requirement of high matching probability of normalized cross-correlation. So it improves the efficiency of tracking as well as the accuracy of tracking.
We can get the moving trajectory of tracked object in the tracking process, and predict the position of the moving object in the next frame [12] . Accordingly, we should normalize the moving templates and the predicted regions fast, and it can reduce the time consumed in the fast normalized cross-correlation. In the tracking process, at first we should track the moving object and then get the trajectory of it. Suppose the position of the moving vehicle in the current frame n f is n P while the position in the former frame 1 n f − is 1 n P − . Then the size of the area to be matched refers to the area position of the moving object in the current frame. We can calculate it in accordance with the formula (11) and formula (12) as follows: 
IV. VIDEO CONTENT EXTRACTION
A. Vehicle Type Recognition
Vehicle type identification is an important component of the Intelligent Transportation system. It is now the hot spot domestic and foreign. This paper presents a method of vehicle type identification based on drive line detection and divided the vehicles into four types, they are car, truck, van and bus.
Basic steps of vehicle type identification are as follows: (1) First get the background image of the current video frame.
Background subtraction method is faster than the interframe subtraction method and optical flow method, and can detect the moving object accurately. So we adopt the method to get the moving regions. Before the operation of subtracting background, we should first build the background model. It is reasonable to assume that for some time there is only small gray scale change in the background while the gray scale of the prospect varies a lot to different vehicles, even the different parts of the same car is not the same. The schematic diagram of background extraction course is shown in figure 3 . It is often necessary in computer vision to identify or locate some geometry, such as lines, circles, ellipses, and other graphics. Hough transform provides a method to detect the lines and is simple. Which is developed to detect circles, ellipses, and other general graphics, Hough transform's theory is to map a set of points of some graphic to one point. The point record the number of the points in the set and the number recorded assist the program in finding the point. The point is the parameter of the graphic and the range of the parameter is called parameter space. Hough transform using straight lines with polar coordinates to represent. There is two parameters and they are associated by polar-style, so the voting process only need to traverse one of them and search the peak in the two-dimensional parameter space. The schematic diagram of drive line width determination is shown in figure 4 . 
B. Color Recognition
First we should extract the color information and classify it to the specified color category. There are several key questions. First, we should select the appropriate color space. Second is to define the color characteristics and quantified. At last, we must measure the similarity and match, in other words, how to define the similarity of the color features and match fast. As the RGB color space is used universally in the images and it is easy to access the RGB color of the vehicles. But there is a problem that we can't commonly use Euclidean distance to properly describe the distance of two different colors.
In addition, when the color changes the three value of R ,G and B will have non-linear change, it is not conducive to the color quantization and classification. Therefore, we choose HLS space in this paper and we will first transform the RGB color space into the HSL color space.
Make max the maximal value of R,G and B, while min the minimal. Then the fomula used to transform the RGB color space into the HSL color space is as follow : 
The analysis found that L component to a large extent dictate the colors of black, white and gray, in other words, when the L component is in a fixed range the color will be one of the three colors no matter what the value of H component and S component is. So the method to quantify and classify the color is to distinguish the colors of black, white and gray according to the value of L component and then determine the other colors according to the value of H component. With this method we can divide the HSL color space into seven colors of black, white, gray, red, yellow, green and blue, which comprise almost all the vehicles of pure color in the video.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. The Tracking Effect
The screenshots of this article is from the video which is shot in the tunnel of DuShuHu in Suzhou and processed with the tracking algorithm of normalized cross-correlation. The tracking result is shown in figure 5 and figure 6 . The fifth vehicle drive in the monitoring area at 624th frame and out at the 657th frame. The fifth figure intercepts the 630th frame and 650th frame, from which we can see the currently tracking although the closer the vehicle away from, the bigger it is. Similarly, the two frames intercepted show that the van drive in at 931st frame and out at 960th frame. Although the size and shape of the van changes, we can calibrate the van correctly and track it in real-time. 
B. Video Content Extraction Result
Based on accurately tracking, we can extract the video information we are interested in with the method of vehicle style identification and color classification designed above. In this paper, we primarily judge and find the numbers of the vehicles, the frame number the vehicles drive in and out, the vehicle category and the vehicle color, and eventually write in the database for the further experiments. It is shown in Figure 7 that the algorithm involved in this article can identify the data of the vehicle mentioned above and finally write them to the database. 
C. Video Querying
After the above steps, we transform the video data into text and can query them for the specific needs. As is shown in the figure 8, the users set the search criteria, including the date, the time, vehicle style, vehicle color and so on. According information written in the previous steps, the system will return back the frame set and extract the corresponding video frames in real-time. So the users can quickly check the video clip they want. 
D. Statistical Analysis
With the methods involved in the paper, users are allowed to set a specific date and time ,and statistic the vehicle style and color, finally get the percents of all the categories and colors. The statistic of the vehicle category can show the current road situation, while the statistic of the vehicle color can show the preference vehicle color of the public and assist the manufacture and trade company in making a strategic decision. These statistics can also assist the traffic control department with the corresponding analysis and decision. As is shown, the figure 9(a) is the ratio diagram of the vehicle colors of the video got in one day of July in 2009, while the figure 9(b) is the ratio diagram of the vehicle types. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Regarding to the problem that traditional video retrieval methods cann't make full use of semantic information of video flow, this paper introduces the image understanding method to traffic video analysis, and proposes a video semantic analysis framework based on scene analysis. Firstly, obtain the moving vehicles by background subtraction method, then track the detected vehicles with fast normalized cross-correlation method based on prediction to get accurate vehicle trajectory, and extract the interested video information, such as vehicle I/O time, vehicle type, vehicle color, etc. Lastly, based on the above structured data, the useful information for decision can be gotten by video querying and statistical analysis. The experimental results verified the feasibility of the framework. Heng-jun Yue was born in Henan on the 11th July, 1984. Master, his main research direction is video processing.
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